Case study - Worcestershire County Council.

Flexible calls package paves the
way to greater efficiency.

When Worcestershire County Council set in motion its digital strategy, it had high hopes of migrating smoothly
to unified communications. But telephony was a potential spanner in the works. Could the Council move its
complex estate of 1,200 traditional phone lines onto a data network without massive disruption or expense?
Dawn Brant, in charge of all the County’s contracts, put that question to BT as the incumbent telephony
provider. And BT came up trumps, rolling forward the Council’s existing calls package into an arrangement
that could fluently accommodate its future plans.

Flexibility is the main thing, and that’s what this deal gives us. Complete
flexibility over moving or closing offices, switching from legacy to new
provision, and growing or shrinking that provision whenever we want.
Dawn Brant, ICT Commercial and Contracts Manager,
Worcestershire County Council
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BT has always provided a high level of service
but on this occasion they excelled themselves.
They were open and fair and their in-depth
analysis of our infrastructure helped us achieve
our goals.

BT Customer Commitment Inclusive
gives Worcestershire County
Council an effortless entry into
unified communications.

Avoiding costs in a painless transition.
Updating your technology is especially tough in local
government where budgets are always tight. That’s why
Worcestershire County Council’s decision to move to unified
communications needed a solid business case. “We were looking
to save 10 per cent of our overall communications costs,”
explains Dawn Brant, ICT commercial and contracts manager.
Some savings would come from introducing Skype for Business
on a new voice platform, to enable flexible working and increase
productivity. The rest had to come from the telephony estate.
It’s a complicated set-up that connects numerous buildings,
including 234 schools and 25 libraries, across a large rural area.
In total, the Council’s 800 PSTN lines and 400 ISDN channels
carry 4.5 million minutes of calls per year. Dawn wanted to
replace more than 300 ISDN channels with SIP, a protocol
for multimedia as well as voice. This would cover the citizen
support contact centre and other corporate communications
at County Hall – accounting for more than half the calls made
each year. And it would leave room for extra savings later.
Dawn issued a challenge to BT, the Council’s long-standing
telephony supplier. “We asked BT to show us how we could
migrate from a legacy scenario without any major costs or
impact,” she confirms.

Dawn Brant
ICT Commercial and Contracts Manager
Worcestershire County Council

Great results from detailed analysis and
plain dealing.
At the Council’s request, BT met with the managed services
provider that was leading its migration programme. The
outcome was even better than Dawn had hoped. “BT were
undeterred by the prospect of working with a third party,” she
says. “Instead, they got right on board, played to their own
strengths, and came up with a plan that fitted really well with
our project.”
BT proposed taking the current calls package, BT Customer
Commitment Inclusive, and applying it to the Council’s future
needs. By analysing traffic on the traditional phone lines, BT
was able to calculate the number of minutes that would go
over SIP. And that formed the basis of the revised contract. BT
was also able to recommend reducing capacity wherever it was
found to be under-used. As part of the same deal, BT would
supply the SIP links into the County’s new voice platform.
“BT has always provided a high level of service but on this
occasion they excelled themselves,” says Dawn. “They were
open and fair and their in-depth analysis of our infrastructure
helped us achieve our goals.”
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We can now de-commission legacy services
and commission new services as one project.
It’s absolutely seamless.
Dawn Brant
ICT Commercial and Contracts Manager
Worcestershire County Council

Cost savings on target, calls package a
perfect fit.
By adjusting its existing contract with BT, Worcestershire
County Council avoided a lengthy procurement exercise. BT
Customer Commitment Inclusive in its revised form is ready
ahead of schedule and perfectly complements the County’s
unified communications strategy.
Costs are expected to fall by 10 per cent after 18 months, in
line with the business case. But BT has left enough wriggle
room to accommodate other changes during the migration and
afterwards. “We can now de-commission legacy services and
commission new services as one project,” Dawn explains. “It’s
absolutely seamless.”

Since SIP allows for service consolidation, there’s further scope
to streamline telephony at any time. That means the Council’s
essential phone links will easily keep pace with all the changes to
come in the next few years. SIP offers increased resilience too.
Delivered from the cloud, BT One Voice SIP trunk UK services
can be rerouted as required, so enhancing business continuity.
Because SIP provides full resilience there is no need to purchase
spare channels in case the primary site connection fails. BT SIP
channels can simply be re-pointed to another site automatically
in accordance with pre-determined fail-over plans.
“Flexibility is the main thing, and that’s what this deal gives us.
Complete flexibility over moving or closing offices, switching
from legacy to new provision, and growing or shrinking that
provision whenever we want,” Dawn concludes.

Core services.
• BT Customer Commitment Inclusive – calls package
(BT One Voice)
• BT One Voice SIP trunk UK
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